
Tagline:
Affordable Internet for the Community by the Community

Short Description:
Janata Wifi is a SaaS product development company, constantly innovating wireless network
management and security related technology to make high-quality internet affordable for all.

Long Description:
At Janata Wifi we are constantly in the process of reinventing the traditional internet access
system to make it more affordable for the bottom of the pyramid population. We have a team of
highly motivated problem solvers with passion for new technology in the wireless networking
and telecommunication space. Our tireless efforts and love for innovation has already been
recognized by some major players in the internet industry. Since September 2022, Janata Wifi
has become a proud partner of Microsoft for Startups Founders Hub. This partnership entails a
wide range of benefits including a significant amount of cloud credit, access to a global network
of experts and even personalized training, all the resources we need to grow our business and
make high-quality broadband internet access more inclusive. We have already done rigorous
field testing of our proprietary technology. We have set up and are maintaining multiple
community Wifi Zones, primarily in low income neighborhoods. This initiative was greatly
appreciated by APNIC back in 2021 when we participated in the APNIC 52 Online conference.
In 2022, our community internet project received the ISIF Asia Inclusion Grant from the APNIC
Foundation. This small grant allows us to expand the number of community Wi-Fi hotspots,
where people can use high-quality and affordable broadband Internet with the mobile devices
they already own. We are very excited with the prospect of being able to provide high-bandwidth
uninterrupted Internet connection without data usage limits for more and more people.

Our Solutions:
- Comprehensive software suite for fixed broadband ISPs (internet service provider) which

would allow them to easily manage VAS (value added service) delivery to existing
customers while increasing customer acquisition and reducing churn rate.

- Guest wifi solution for venues like, concert halls, restaurants, shopping malls and any
such places with frequent large crowds.

- Customizable marketing platform that suits the needs of businesses of any scale.
- Secure and private office wifi solution with usage analytics, monitoring capabilities and

more to ensure productivity.

https://blog.apnic.net/2021/09/29/affordable-internet-for-the-community-by-the-community/?fbclid=IwAR0y5fgIXBHV2X1glxb_dfnruvQWi6P1bQ1gq0xGTHpEoKmE2A-Fl2vpZBI
https://isif.asia/2022-isif-asia-grant-recipients-announced/#AffordableInternet


- Home wifi solution that provides high-quality and secure internet experience for the
whole family.
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